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Information about sub sea range gated camera systems
Sub sea gated laser cameras are the best camera for looking through the particle barrier in not totally clear water.

The laser pulses are strobed in its speed of light and by distance discrimination it can suppress or remove

unwanted particles and objects in the field of view. Laser based cameras like this system are increasing the

sighting depth by factor 3-5 compared to any other high quality sub sea camera system.

* This paper contains technical theoretical information about sub sea gated camera systems. This is mostly

for scientifically explain what a gated  laser camera can offer in performance

* There are also images over the system and from tests done by the system with some images of output from

the camera.

* Summary is that we can get a 2.5-3 Times increase in visible sight in turbid water. This is same as about 100

X larger visible volume from a ROV with the camera on a pan and tilt unit
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Sub Sea gated cameras
Photos on top shows the cameras and the design of the system. There are two parallel cabinets in the stainless

steel frame. One contains the laser transmitter operating with green 532 nm laser light. Pulse length is very short

and can be a few nanoseconds. The other contains the camera unit which is image intensified camera where the

shutter speed is controlled with nano second accuracy. Laser is fired and  after a preset time the shutter opens and

close. The time interval where the shutter is open corresponds to the time of flight of light and gives the determined

distance for viewing. All objects outside this area are not illuminated at all.

Tests of a sub sea gated
camera in Baltic sea

Images shows tests in Baltic sea

water. Sight depth is about 2-3

meter when looked at a 30 cm

white square target. Water is

crowded with particles like silt and

algees.

The target is a standard resolution

TV target for determination of

camera visibility and resolution.


